Photo from lobby of hotel at the 2011 American Beekeeping Federation Conference
& Trade Show in Galveston, TX.
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Equipment that should make beekeeping easy and fun, for even the inexperienced
beginner. Thousands of people in all walks of life have become enthusiastic
beekeepers. Whether it is in your own backyard, small town garden or farm,
beekeeping can fit nearly anywhere.
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The contents for this presentation are 1) the objective of today’s presentation 2) a
little history with some very important people that you should know about 3) a
definition and description of the Langstroth hive, and 4) the seven (7) hive
components of the modern Langstroth bee hive.

Why are you here? Today’s Objective: The goal is to give you some history and
confidence of keeping bees with a Langstroth hive. We want to encourage people
working with honeybees to engage in safe practices at all times. This means that we
want you to get training & education, and assistance when needed. We want you to
know some of the history of the modern Langstroth hive. We want you to wear
appropriate protective clothing, utilize a smoker and tools in a safe manner. Most of
all, we want beekeepers to use good judgment and common sense, and use good
equipment. Some of the best beekeepers in our area are right here in touch for you.
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But first, a little bit of beekeeping history. Let’s get started with learning about three
of the founding fathers of modern beekeeping.

There is actually a third man in the historical world of beekeeping that you should
know, Johann Dzierzon, in addition to LL (Lorenzo Lorraine) Langstroth and monsieur
Charles Dadant.
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The most commonly known and used style of hive used by Australian and US
beekeepers is the Langstroth hive. But first, who was Lorenzo Lorrain Langstroth?
And secondly, who was Charles Dadant? You will see this image when you go to the
Dadant website. 1. Lorenzo Lorrain Langstroth (1810 – 1895), Dayton, OH died while
delivering a sermon) 84yrs 9 mos2. Charles Louis Dadant (20 May 1817 France – 26
July 1902 Hamilton, IL) 85yrs 2 mos.
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Lorenzo Lorraine Langstroth was born in 1810 in Philadelphia, PA. Lorenzo had a
keen interest in insects at an early age. His well-to-do parents thought he wasted his
time on his interest in insects. As an adult, he took up beekeeping as an antidote to
combat bouts of depression. It was his bee hive design that is the cornerstone of all
modern beekeeping. In 1848, with the help of his wife, the Langstroth’s began
experimenting with different hive styles. They invented a ‘better’ beehive. The final
version or what we call the Langstroth style has withstood the test of time since 1851
and it was special due to the movable frames. His wife was Anne Tucker (1812-1873)
He had three children: James, Anna, and Harriett (1837, 1840, 1847). The Langstroth
hive design is 170 years old in 2021. (1851-2021)
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2. Charles Louis Dadant (20 May 1817 France – 26 July 1902 Hamilton, IL) 85yrs 2
mos Two years after Napoleon Bonaparte’s last reign, Charles Dadant was born in
Burgundy, France in 1817 and immigrated to the US. He settled in Hamilton, IL to
begin his profitable bee business in 1863, at the age of 46 and during the US Civil
War. He went to Italy in 1872 to begin the business of importing Italian honeybees to
the US. In 1874, he was successful in getting 250 Italian queens shipped to the US. He
is responsible for the rules on importing queen bees from over-seas. In partnership
with his son, Camille Pierre Dadant, they began manufacturing comb foundation. He
was well known for his writings for European bee journals that he started in 1870,
making his name well known throughout the world. He wasn’t very good at English
but his French translation of “The Hive & The Honey-Bee” helped the rest of the
world learn of Langstroth’s contributions in beekeeping.
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3. Johann or Jan or John Dzierzon. All the same name, Johann Dzierzon or Jan or John
(16 January 1811 in Silesia Lowkowitz, Kingdom of Prussia - 26 October 1906) 95 yrs
09 months
Occupation: Roman Catholic Priest, Beekeeper He discovered that drones come
from unfertilized eggs in 1835-virgin births (published in 1845) AND he designed the
first movable bee frames. (Haploid parthenogenesis process in queen bees.)
“The improved hive, based on the Langstroth system, has been adopted all over the
world. “ Charles Pierre Dadant, Hamilton, Illinois, June, 1906. The large majority of
beekeeping books are based on Langstroth beekeeping. Langstroth equipment is the
easiest for the beginner to manipulate and maneuver. Therefore, it’s highly
recommended to start with a Langstroth hive and we’ll be going over the parts of
that hive.
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Here, once again, the three (3) Founding Fathers of modern beekeeping.
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Next, we’ll talk about the Langstroth hive. What is it and what made it so innovative?

“The improved hive, based on the Langstroth system, has been adopted all over the
world. “ Charles Pierre Dadant, Hamilton, Illinois, June, 1906. The large majority of
beekeeping books are based on Langstroth beekeeping. Langstroth equipment is the
easiest for the beginner to manipulate and maneuver. Therefore, it’s highly
recommended to start with a Langstroth hive and we’ll be going over the parts of
that hive. This style of hive accommodates growth!
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Combs on removable frames for easy management designed to prevent the bees
from attaching their combs to the walls of the hive. Bee space innovation: gap size of
6-9mm (1/4-3/8”) in which the bees would not build wax comb nor close with
propolis. Do not violate the bee space.
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Which one of these is not like the others? 1) Langstroth 2) Skep 3) Warree 4) Kenyan
Top Bar 5) Skep (tilted for view).
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What makes up the seven (7) components of the modern Langstroth hive?
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We’ll be going over the parts of the Langstroth hive. Again, here is the definition and
parts (listed from the bottom up).
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This section: Contents: Seven (7) Hive Components

Hive Stands
Like a home, a foundation that supports the home of your bee colony will be
essential. It is the bottom foundation that your hive will sit on. It will need to be
strong and sturdy for supporting several hundred pounds of weight. Avoid low-lying
areas, damp conditions, and soft soils. A stand can be made of simple wood or of
blocks of cinder or something else.
It’s recommended to keep hives elevated off the ground to keep them out of reach of
predators and other problems that could irritate the bees; better protection from
termites and ants; reduces negative impact of moisture and humidity; improves air
circulation; make it easier on the beekeeper’s back. Per Certifed Naturally Grown, it’s
recommended that hives be placed at least 12” off the ground; that they be placed in
an area with at least 4 hours of sunshine; level from side-to-side with a slight tilt
forward to allow water runoff with solid bottom boards. Provide some wind break or
protection and a clean water source within ½ mile. Hives should face East or South
and out of low-lying or damp areas.
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Bottom Board(s), entrance reducer, and (optional piece) slatted rack. There are
basically two styles of bottom boards – solid and screened. My personal preference is
for solid bottom boards, so you may hear my preference throughout my talks. The
screen bottom board has a screen on the bottom and usually comes with an
insertable bottom called a sticky board. People also use screened bottoms for
ventilation. I used screened bottoms for nearly 10 years but went back to solids as
the mite control on screened bottoms is not as effective as it was intended to be for
mite control. Entrance Reducers – are used in a variety of situations including
protecting weak colonies and the entrance from rodents and robber bee situations. A
slatted rack is optional but recommended. Reverse it for the seasons of spring/
summer (shallow-side down) and fall/winter (deep-side down), just like the reversible
inner cover, if has a shallow and a deep depth to it.
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Slatted Rack – is optional but I highly recommend this piece. They have been around
nearly 100 years and have been more popular on either the East or West coast. The
benefits are that they give bees more room to get air into the hive. A slatted rack
gives the bees additional cluster space below the brood nest area. It is placed
between the bottom board and the lowest brood box. The dimensions are the same
as a standard Langstroth for 8-frame or 10-frame. They are generally not used on
nucleus hives but my sister did make at least one for me and a nuc hive. The rack
helps bees as they regulate the temperature within the hive during the summer and
as they ventilate to dry out wet nectar. It can be used all year round. In winter,
slatted racks give your hive adequate ventilation to rid the interior of condensation,
preventing your bees from getting wet. The slats now are positioned to run parallel
to the frames but in the past they used to run perpendicular. This change is due to
IPM for possible better mite control.
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Again, the most commonly known and used style of hive used by US beekeepers is
the Langstroth hive. The material can be White Pine, Cyprus, or even Eastern Cedar.
There are some new plastic hives, too, but if you want to keep it more natural…. It’s
common practice to use two deep brood boxes with ten frames each (total of 20
frames) for our beekeeping region. In the South, like Texas, beekeepers may overwinter in one (1) single deep, whereas they over-winter in three (3) deeps in
Minnesota.
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It is also common to use a type of foundation to have orderly comb building. That
would be one sheet of foundation per frame. This most commonly used is plastic
with a light spray of wax coating but there is also crimp-wired 100% beeswax, and
also un-wired foundation, as well as Duragilt. The basic cell size is 5.4 mm. There is a
smaller cell size that can be purchased (small-cell size), seemingly for mite control,
but studies have shown that small-cell-sized foundation is not a deterrent for mites.
(Jennifer Berry, Bee Culture November 2009). The types of frames are: 1) Wood with
no foundation 2) Wood with Plastic foundation 3) Wood with wired wax (Crimp
Wired Foundation) 4) Plastic one-piece molded.
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Queen excluders are essential in keeping your supers available for honey production
but are not always 100% guaranteed to keep the queen down where she belongs in
the brood boxes.
Metal bound excluders are best and will last the longest. The wooden-bound
excluders can be preserved and stained or painted but eventually will need to have
the wooden frame replaced when they breakdown or rot. The plastic excluders can
warp and sag and deform, giving them a shorter life span that the metal excluders.
Excluders are used only seasonally and not for year-round usage.
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By their very design, queen excluders are designed to obstruct the larger queens
from getting through. They also keep out or exclude the much larger male bees or
drones, the 3rd caste.
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